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Abstract. We present a solution to consensus on a torus with Byzantine
faults. Any solution to classic consensus that is tolerant to f Byzantine
faults requires 2f + 1 node-disjoint paths. Due to limited torus con-
nectivity, this bound necessitates spatial separation between faults. Our
solution does not require this many disjoint paths and tolerates dense
faults.

Specifically, we consider the case where all faults are in the one
column. We address the version of consensus where only processes in
fault-free columns must agree. We prove that even this weaker version is
not solvable if the column may be completely faulty. We then present a
solution for the case where at least one row is fault-free. The correct pro-
cesses share orientation but do not know the identities of other processes
or the torus dimensions. The communication is synchronous.

To achieve our solution, we build and prove correct an all-to-all
broadcast algorithm BAT that guarantees delivery to all processes in
fault-free columns. We use this algorithm to solve our weak consensus
problem. Our solution, CBAT , runs in O(H + W ) rounds, where H and
W are torus height and width respectively. We extend our consensus
solution to the fixed message size model where it runs in O(H3W 2)
rounds. Our results are immediately applicable if the faults are located
in a single row, rather than a column.

1 Introduction

A Byzantine process [16,20] may arbitrarily deviate from the prescribed algo-
rithm. This is the strongest fault that can affect a process in a distributed system.
The fault is powerful enough to straddle the realm of fault tolerance and security
as it may model either a device failure or a malicious intruder.

In the presence of Byzantine faults, the common task for correct processes is
to come to an agreement or consensus. The power of the faults may be abridged
with cryptography [1,9,14] or randomization [4,10,23]. If neither primitive is
available, the solutions require that the number of correct processes is large
enough to overwhelm the faulty ones.

If the topology of a network is considered, the consensus problem is fur-
ther complicated as faulty processes, even small in absolute number may isolate
some correct processes and prevent them from achieving consensus. In a general
topology, it is known that consensus is solvable only if the network is at least
2f +1-connected [8,11,16]. However, such connectivity demands a dense network
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with large node degree which limits the scalability of a solution achieved this
way.

In this paper we study Byzantine-robust consensus on a torus. Its fixed de-
gree and small diameter makes torus an attractive architecture for distributed
computing and storage tasks [3,12]. Torus connectivity is 4. Hence, according to
classic connectivity bounds, it may not tolerate more than 1 fault. To increase
tolerance, the fault locations must be restricted. One approach is to make the
faults sparse. That is, the faulty processes need to be positioned far enough apart
so that 2f +1 connectivity is preserved [17]. Such a solution fails if the faults are
located close to each other. In this paper, we address dense Byzantine faults on
a torus of unknown dimensions. However, to achieve tolerance, we restrict fault
location to a single column.

Related work. There are a number of solutions optimizing consensus in incom-
plete topologies [2,7,18,24,25]. Chlebus et al. [7] optimize the speed of achieving
Byzantine consensus in arbitrary topologies. The connectivity is subject to 2f+1
bound. Alchieri et al. [2] study synchronous Byzantine consensus with unknown
participants. They use participant detectors to establish network membership.
Tseng and Vaidya [24] explore consensus in directed graphs. Winkler et al. [25]
study consensus in directed dynamic networks. Oglio et al. [19] solve Byzantine
consensus in Euclidean space.

Potentially, network topology may be discovered despite Byzantine faults.
This simplifies consensus solution. Nesterenko and Tixeuil present two generic
Byzantine-tolerant topology discovery algorithms [18]. However, neither algo-
rithm is suitable for our task: their first algorithm raises an alarm once an
inconsistency is discovered without completing the task. Their second algorithm
requires 2f + 1 connectivity.

Let us discuss consensus on toruses and related topologies. Several papers [5,15,21]
consider the problem of Byzantine-tolerant reliable broadcast on an infinite grid
or a torus in radio networks. In such a network all processes within a partic-
ular distance from the sender receive the message simultaneously. Due to this
limitation, their results are not immediately applicable to our model.

Kandlur and Shin [13] consider synchronous Byzantine-tolerant broadcast
on a torus. In their approach, each message is delivered over a fixed number of
node-disjoint paths. The correct message is recovered so long as the majority
of paths bypass faulty nodes. Since torus connectivity is 4, this approach may
tolerate at most one fault.

Maurer and Tixeuil [17] study a Byzantine-tolerant broadcast on a torus.
In their model, the byzantine torus dimensions are not known. Their solution
assumes that the faulty nodes are sparse, i.e. they are located far enough apart
such that there is sufficiently many node disjoint paths between the sender and
any of the receivers to ensure that the influence of the faulty nodes is countered.

Thus, to the best of our knowledge, previous work has not addressed dense
Byzantine faults on a torus.
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Paper contribution and approach. We consider the synchronous model,
bidirectional communication, no cryptographic primitives or randomization. The
topology we study is a torus whose dimensions: height H and width W are
unknown to the processes. All processes share orientation. We assume that all
faults are located in a single column.

We consider the weaker consensus where only processes in fault-free columns
must agree on a value. We prove that even this version is not solvable if a single
column is completely faulty.

We examine the case where at least one row is fault-free. To counter faulty
column influence, we assume that W ≥ 5. To solve this weak consensus problem,
we first present an all-to-all broadcast algorithm BAT that guarantees delivery
to fault-free columns. We prove it correct and show that it runs in O(H + W )
rounds in the LOCAL model [20] where messages are of arbitrary size. We then
use BAT to build the consensus algorithm CBAT . We prove it correct and show
that it runs in O(H + W ) rounds in LOCAL.

We then extend BAT and CBAT to use fixed-size messages and estimate
their running time in the CONGEST model [22]. We determine that the fixed-
size message BAT runs in O(H2W ) rounds and CBAT runs in O(H3W 2) rounds.
Our results are immediately applicable to the case of faults located in a single
row rather than column.

Let us now introduce our solution approach. To counter the faults, we lever-
age the process’ shared knowledge of the network topology. The data is first
propagated along the column and the influence of possibly densely packed col-
umn of faults is neutralized. The single correct process is guaranteed to relay
data across the faulty column. This horizontally propagated data is then dis-
seminated through the fault-free columns to reach all correct processes there.

Paper organization. In Section 2, we introduce our notation, state the problem
and prove the necessity of a fault-free row. In Section 3, we present and prove
correct our all-to-all broadcast algorithm BAT . In Section 4, we use BAT to
construct and prove correct our consensus algorithm CBAT . In Section 5, we
describe how the algorithms can be modified for fixed message size and estimate
their run time. We conclude the paper by describing further research directions
in Section 6.

2 Notation, Problem Statement, Fault Constraints

Computation model. A process p contains variables and actions. We denote
variable var of process p as var.p. If process p maintains variable var about
process q, we denote it as var.q.p. A rectangular grid graph of processes is a
Cartesian product of two chain graphs. Such a grid graph is embedded on a
plane as a matrix of rows and columns. A torus grid graph, or torus for short,
is formed by starting with a grid graph and connecting corresponding left/right
and top/bottom processes with edges.

Every process in the torus has a unique identifier. An adjacent process is
a neighbor. In a torus, every process has exactly four neighbors. Each process
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knows the identifiers of its neighbors: left , right, up and down. All processes
share the orientation. That is, for any two processes p and q if up.p = q then
down.q = p and if left .p = q then right.q = p. We refer to the shared orientation
as North, East, West and South. The torus dimensions are unknown to the
processes. That is, they do not know the height H or the width W of the torus.

The system is completely synchronous. The operation proceeds in rounds.
In every round, each process receives all pending messages sent to it, does local
calculations and sends messages to its neighbors to be received in the next round.
In one round, a process may thus receive multiple messages from the same or from
different neighbors and then send multiple messages to neighbors. A computation
is an infinite sequence of such rounds.

For most of the paper, we assume that size of the message is arbitrary. We
lift this assumption later in the paper.

Process faults. Processes are either correct or faulty. A correct process follows
the algorithm while a faulty process behaves arbitrarily. A faulty process is
always black. A correct process is grey if it has at most one black process in its
column, it is white otherwise. The colors of individual processes are applied to
the rows and columns of the torus: grey-white, black-white, etc. Refer to Figure 1
for torus depiction and fault location.

Broadcast. Consider the problem where each process p is input an arbitrary
initial value initVal .p, and p must share this value with every other process q so
that val.q.p = initVal .p

Definition 1. In the Weak Synchronous All-to-All Broadcast Problem every
white process p must stop and for each white process q, p must output val.q.p
such that val.q.p = initVal .q.

Consensus. In Binary Consensus, the input value initVal .p is restricted to ei-
ther 0 or 1. Each process must output an irrevocable decision v with the following
three properties:

– agreement – no two correct processes decide differently;
– validity – if there are no faults and for every process p, initVal .p = v, then

p decides v;
– termination – every correct process eventually decides.

Definition 2. In strong consensus, the above properties apply to every grey and
white process, i.e. to each correct process. In weak consensus, the properties apply
only to white processes.

Impossibility. Let us outline the area of the possible. Strong consensus requires
2f + 1 connectivity [8]. The connectivity of torus is 4, so there is no algorithm
that solves strong consensus on a torus with f > 1 and arbitrary fault location.

If faults are restricted to a single column but may occupy the complete col-
umn, consensus is still impossible. This holds true even if the processes know
the torus dimensions. Intuitively, even if correct processes are connected, they
may not be able to distinguish their faulty and non-faulty neighbors and agree
on a value. The below theorem formalizes this observation.
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Fig. 1. Torus orientation, fault location, message types and message propagation di-
rection in BAT .

Theorem 1. There is no algorithm that solves consensus, weak or strong, on a
torus with a faulty column.

Proof. Assume the opposite: there is such an algorithm A hat solves weak con-
sensus on a torus with a completely faulty column. Since there are no grey pro-
cesses, the requirements of weak and strong consensuses are identical. Consider
a torus T of height 1 and some width W . Since the algorithm A is a solution
the consensus problem on a torus, it should be able to solve it on T . However,
this topology is a ring. Its connectivity is 2. According to Dolev et al. [8], the
consensus is solvable only if the connectivity of the network is at least 2f+1 = 3.
That is, contrary to our initial assumption, A may not solve consensus on T .
Hence the theorem. ut

3 BAT : Byzantine-Tolerant Broadcast to All-to-All on a
Torus

Overview. We present algorithm, we call BAT , that solves the Weak Syn-
chronous All-to-All Broadcast Problem. The code for BAT is shown in Algo-
rithm 1. The functions used in BAT are in Algorithm 2. Our notation is loosely
based on UNITY programming language [6]. Each process starts BAT by send-
ing initial messages in Line 13. The execution of the rest of the actions of the
algorithm is guarded by the corresponding message receipt.

The algorithm has four phases: North, East-West, South and Decision. The
algorithm is designed to complete the phases in order. Each process collects the
values and identifiers of its column in the North Phase by sending this data to
its up neighbor. For each white process, the phase terminates at the same time
and every white process learns the height of the torus.

Once done, each process sends the collected column data to its left and
right neighbors in the East-West Phase. The data is sent in both directions
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Algorithm 1: BAT : Byzantine All-to-All broadcast on a Torus
Input: initVal

1 Constants:
2 p // process identifier
3 up, down, left, right // neighbor identifiers

4 Variables:
5 northDone, initially false
6 column, initially 〈〉 // seq. of value-id pairs received from down neighbor
7 rowLeft, rowRight, initially 〈〉 // columns from resp. left and right neighbors
8 matrix, initially 〈〉 // results matrix to output
9 eastWestDone, initially false // one of horizontal neighbors decided

10 Phases:
11 North:
12 add 〈initVal, p〉 to column // start North Phase
13 send goNorth(initVal, p) to up
14

15 if receive goNorth(v, id) from down then
16 if not northDone then // has not started East-West Phase
17 if id 6= p then
18 add 〈v, id〉 to column
19 send goNorth(v, id) to up

20 else // p receives its own value back
21 northDone← true
22 send goEast(column, left, p, right) to right
23 send goWest(column, left, p, right) to left

24 East-West:
25 if receive goEast(c, l, id, r) from left then
26 if id 6= p then
27 add 〈c, l, id, r〉 to head of rowLeft
28 send goEast(c, l, id, r) to right

29 else
30 m← match(〈column, left, p, right〉+ rowLeft,
31 〈column, left, p, right〉+ rowRight)
32 if matrix = 〈〉 and m 6= 〈〉 then
33 matrix← m
34 Output: matrix
35 send goSouth(matrix, p) to down // start South Phase
36 send done to right and left // start Decision Phase
37 if eastWestDone then stop

38 if receive west(c, l, id, r) from right then
// handle similar to goEast, add 〈c, l, id, r〉 to tail of rowRight

39 South:
40 if receive goSouth(m, id) from up then
41 if id 6= p then
42 send goSouth(m, id) to down
43 if matrix = 〈〉 then // South Phase did not reach p yet
44 matrix← m
45 Output: matrix
46 send done to right and left // start Decision Phase
47 if eastWestDone then stop

48 Decision:
49 if receive done from direction then
50 if not eastWestDone then
51 eastWestDone← true
52 if matrix 6= 〈〉 then stop
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Algorithm 2: BAT functions
53 Functions:
54 match(rleft, rright):
55 cleft ← consistent(rleft)
56 cright← consistent(rright)
57 if cleft 6= 〈〉 and cright 6= 〈〉 then

// cleft = cright
58 if |cleft| = |cright| and
59 (∀i : 1 ≤ i < |cleft| :
60 s(i) ≡ 〈lci, lli, lidi, lri〉 ∈ cleft
61 s(i) ≡ 〈rci, rli, ridi, rri〉 ∈ cright :
62 lci = rci and lli = rli and lidi = ridi and lri = rri) then

// return columns of cleft
63 return 〈∀i : 1 < i ≤ |cleft| : s(i) ≡ 〈ci, li, idi, ri〉 ∈ cleft : ci〉

64 return 〈〉

65 consistent(clmn):
66 if s ≡ 〈·, ·, id, ·〉 is unique in clmn and
67 exists at most one i : 1 ≤ i < |clmn| : cminus = clmn \ s(i) and
68 exists at most one j : 1 ≤ j ≤ |clmn| :
69 cplus = cminus insert 〈⊥, l, id, r〉 at position j in cminus
70 ∀i : 1 ≤ i < |cplus|, j = (i + 1 mod |cplus|) :
71 s(i) ≡ 〈ci, li, idi, ri〉 ∈ cplus
72 s(j) ≡ 〈cj, lj, idj, rj〉 ∈ cplus :
73 idi = lj and ri = idj then
74 return cplus
75 else
76 return 〈〉

for verification to counteract the actions of the gray and black processes in the
row. After the data received from both directions match, each process starts the
South Phase where the confirmed data is sent to down neighbor. This data is a
matrix of values from all processes in the torus.

Due to the actions of the black processes in the black-white rows, the white
processes may receive corrupted values and fail to complete the South Phase on
time. Once the data starts propagating down the column in the South Phase, the
white processes synchronize, receive correct matrix and output it. After output,
processes enter the Decision Phase. This phase ensures termination of white
processes.

BAT details. The input for each process in the algorithm is an arbitrary value
initVal . Each process p in BAT has its own identifier as well as the ids of its up,
down, left and right neighbors.

Each process p maintains the following variables. The process has column,
where it gathers pairs 〈v, id〉 of values and identifiers of its column in the North
Phase. Boolean doneNorth signifies whether the North Phase is over. After
it is over, the column values are exchanged across the row in two directions:
left and right in the East-West Phase. These column values are collected in
rowLeft and rowRight. Once the values are matched across the row, they are
propagated through the column in the South Phase and collected in matrix.
Variable doneNeighbor records the neighbor identifiers that made the decision
to ensure proper termination.
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Fig. 2. Matrix accumulation during the East-West Phase of BAT . The matrix is accu-
mulated at process d as it collects messages goEast and goWest from its left and right
neighbors respectively. In case (i), the grey process b starts East West Phase together
with white processes. In case (ii), b starts it one round earlier.

Let us discuss BAT operation during each phase in detail. Refer to Fig-
ure 1 for the messages that processes send and their propagation directions. All
non-black processes simultaneously initiate the North Phase by sending their
input values to the up neighbors in a goNorth message (see Line 14). Then,
each process p starts collecting the values of its column processes by receiving
goNorth from the down neighbor and propagating it upward. This continues
until p receives its own message back. Once received, p initiates the East-West
Phase (Line 22).

For that, p sends the collected column to its left and right neighbor in mes-
sages goWest and goEast, respectively. Together with the column, p sends its
own identifier and the identifiers of left and right. This allows the recipients to
re-construct sequence of the processes in the row if one of the entries is missing.
Flag northDone ensures that each process sends goWest and goEast at most
once.

This phase is the most complicated part of the algorithm. Let us illustrate
its operation with an example. Please see Figure 2. Assume a torus row contains
processes a, b, c, d and e. All of them are white, except for b which is grey.
Each white process completes the North Phase in the same round and starts
the East-West Phase by sending the collected column to its right neighbor in a
goEast message and to its left neighbor in goWest message. The grey process
may (i) complete its North Phase together with the white processes or (ii) miss
it and either complete it in a different round or not at all.

Let us first describe case (i). Once a process receives either goEast or goWest ,
the process records what the message carries and sends it further in the same
direction. Thus, in the first round of the East-West Phase, d receives messages
from c and e, in the second b and a and so on. As goEast message arrives to d
from its left neighbor, d inserts its contents to the head of rowLeft .d.

When goWest message arrives to d from the right, d adds its contents to the
tail of rowRight .d. Figure 2 shows the contents rowLeft .d and rowRight .d after
three rounds of the East-West Phase when d received messages from c, b, and
a from the left and e, a, and b from the right. The East-West Phase proceeds
until the process receives a message from itself. In the example in Figure 2, this
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happens in two more rounds, after d receives messages from e then d from the
left and c then, possibly, d from the right.

In case (ii), the grey process b completes the North Phase in a round different
from the white processes. In Figure 2, b completes its North Phase one round
earlier. Therefore, this message reaches d together with a message from a from
the right, and together with message from c from the left.

After the process receives the message from itself, either from the right or
the left, it compares the contents of rowLeft and rowRight by invoking function
match() (Line 31). The operation of this function is somewhat complex since
gray process may be out of synchrony with the rest of its row. If the contents of
the two variables do not match, Function match() returns the data stripped of
a mismatched column of the gray process. The resultant list of columns: matrix
is the potential output of BAT . This matrix is sent to the down process in a
goSouth message. This begins the South Phase (Line 35).

BAT operation is such that all white processes either initiate the South Phase
in the same round or do not initiate the South Phase at all. Indeed, due to the
actions of the black processes in the black-white rows, the white processes may
not get the matching data and fail to start their own South Phase. However, the
white processes in the grey-white row are guaranteed to start the South Phase.
The South Phase started by these processes, re-synchronizes white processes and
propagates the correct matrix information in goSouth message. Once a process
receives the missing information, it outputs it (Line 43).

Yet, the processes should not terminate. Indeed, black processes may force
a grey process in the black-gray column to receive a goSouth message at any
time. The grey processes may output the result and consider its mission accom-
plished. If a grey process terminates then, its halting prevents it from forwarding
messages from white processes in the East-West Phase.

To ensure proper termination, processes enter the Decision Phase. After out-
putting the decision matrix each process sends done message to its horizontal,
i.e. left and right, immediate neighbors. The process stops if it receives at least
one of them (Line 51) and it has the decision matrix. One of the horizontal
neighbors is guaranteed to be white. Thus, if a process obtains the decision ma-
trix and gets one done, then its white neighbors may not be in the middle of the
East-West Phase and this process may safely stop.

Discussion on BAT functions. Let us now discuss the functions used in BAT .
They are shown in Algorithm 2. Function match() accepts the input received
from the West – left , and East – right during the East-West Phase. The entries
of left and right are of the following format: the column c received by the original
sender, its left neighbor identifier l, its own identifier id and its right neighbor
id r.

First, left and right are individually checked for internal consistency in func-
tion consistent(). As process p receives data from either East or West, the left
and right neighbors of the subsequent entries should match. In grey-white row,
this is true for all entries except for possibly the grey process that may start its
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East-West phase earlier or later than the white ones. In this case, the grey pro-
cess entry may arrive out of order. That is, it may arrive together with another
white process entry while its own spot in the sequence remains empty.

Function consistent() finds a potential single entry that is out of sequence as
well as a single process gap (Line 68). Specifically, consistent() checks whether
there exists at most one element in its parameter clmn such that if it is removed,
cminus is produced, and then another element is possibly added to cminus
producing cplus. This added entry contains ⊥ for the column values and the
l, id, r tuple are such that the left and right neighbors in the consequent entries
in resultant cplus match. In this case consistent() returns cplus. Consider case
(ii) shown in Figure 2. Observe what rowLeft and parameter left contain:

(1)〈·, c, d, e〉, (2)〈·, d, e, a〉, (3)〈·, e, a, b〉, (4)⊥, (5)〈·, b, c, d〉/〈·, a, b, c〉

That is, the third round entry is empty and the fifth round entry contains the
data originated by process c and the grey process b. Process b sends its data
out of sync with the white processes. Function consistent(), on the basis of the
adjacent entries, reconstructs the fourth entry and drops the extra fifth entry
sent by b:

(1)〈·, c, d, e〉, (2)〈·, d, e, a〉, (3)〈·, e, a, b〉, (4)〈⊥, a, b, c〉, (5)〈·, b, c, d〉

The corrected entry is stored in cleft by match(). Similar manipulation by
consistent() yields cright . Function match() determines that cleft is equal to
cright . That is, the process p gets the same data from both East and West. In
this case match() returns the matrix of columns stored by cleft and cright .

Theorem 2. Algorithm BAT solves the Weak Synchronous All-to-All Broad-
cast Problem on an unknown torus with Byzantine faults in at most one column
in at least one correct row in at most 2H + 2 + W rounds.

The above theorem states the correctness and efficiency of BAT . See the
Appendix for proof details. Let us discuss the intuition for the correctness proof.
It is relatively straightforward to show that all white processes complete that the
first, North, Phase in H+1 round and collect the true contents of their respective
columns. By induction on the number of rounds, we show that each process p
collects a column of true data about any process q in the same row, so long as
the processes between p and q, in the direction of information propagation are
non-black. Indeed, the non-black processes do not impede data propagation.

We then separately consider white processes in (a) grey-white rows and (b)
black-white rows. In the East-West Phase, the information propagates in two
directions. We show that during this phase, in a grey-white row, in round H +
1 +W , the information spreading in two directions matches. The match is up to
the potentially misplaced data from the single grey process. We prove that this
information is true to the original white process data throughout the matrix. In
the black-white row, we show that a white process either completes the phase in
H + 1 + W round with correct white process data or not at all.
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That is, we show that each white process, regardless of the row location,
that complete the East-West Phase, holds correct information about all the
white processes in the matrix. Moreover, each white process in the grey-white
row is guaranteed to complete this phase.

We then consider the South Phase. There, we show that it is completed in
additional H rounds, and all the white processes are updated with the correct
matrix information before termination. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

The computation model that we consider BAT is called LOCAL. It assumes
unlimited size messages. Theorem 2 shows that BAT completes in O(H + W )
rounds in LOCAL.

4 CBAT : Consensus Using BAT

Description. Observe that BAT cannot immediately be used to solve consensus
since, after its completion, the outputs of each process differ by the values of
black and gray processes. An individual white process is not able to determine
the color of the senders. Therefore, if the white process makes the consensus
decision on the basis of the single execution of BAT , the Byzantine senders may
cause white processes to disagree on their outputs.

Instead we use BAT to select a leader process and agree on the input value
of this leader. A particular difficulty is presented if the selected leader process is
faulty. In this case, the leader may send different values to different processes.
To prevent that, the processes use BAT again to exchange received values, de-
termine whether the leader is consistent in its transmission of its initial value,
and, if not, replace the leader . This determination has to proceed despite the in-
consistent information provided by the faulty processes in this second exchange.

Let us describe the algorithm CBAT that achieves consensus. It is shown in
Algorithm 3. We assume that the number of columns W ≥ 5. The algorithm has
three sequentially executing stages: Broadcast, Confirm and Decide. In the first
two stages CBAT executes BAT .

In the Broadcast Stage, the processes exchange the initial input values. In
the Confirm Stage, they transmit the complete matrix they received during
Broadcast. At the end of Confirm, each white process receives H ×W matrices
of such values. In the Decide Stage, every white process independently arrives
at the consensus decision.

Let us describe how this decision is computed. Each process p determinis-
tically selects a leader process ldr. In the algorithm, it is the process with the
highest identifier. Then, out H × W matrices that process p receives in the
second stage, p composes the matrix ML of values sent to all other processes
by the leader as these processes report to p. Process p examines these values
for inconsistencies. The inconsistencies are as follows: either the values differ in
more than one column; or the values contain ⊥, a sign that BAT detected faulty
values, in more than one column; or the values in at least two columns differ
from the rest. In the latter case, since the total number of columns is at least 5,
and the leader column is not considered, there are at least two columns that are
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Algorithm 3: CBAT
Input: v boolean // consensus input value

77 Variables:
78 MB ≡ {vij : 1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W} // matrix of votes received by each process
79 MC ≡ {Mij : 1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W} // votes reported as received by each process
80 MB and MC are initially ⊥

81 Stages:
82 Broadcast:
83 MB ← BAT (v)

84 Confirm:
85 MC ← BAT (MB)

86 Decide:
// deterministically select leader

87 ldr ← highestID(MB)
88 let vmn ∈MB be the input value of ldr
89 let CL ∈MB // leader’s column in MB

90 let ML = {vij : vmn ∈Mij ∈MC} // v sent by ldr, received by every process
91

// two columns with ⊥ elements or
// two columns with 1/0 elements or
// two columns whose values differ from rest

92 if ∃ q 6= r and ∃ e, f :
93 vqe, vrf ∈ML \ CL :
94 vqe = vrf = ⊥
95 or
96 ∃ w 6= x, y 6= z and ∃ a, b, c, d :
97 vwa, vxb, vyc, vzd ∈ML \ CL :
98 vwa = vxb = 0 and vyc = vzd = 1 then

// select a new leader from a different column
99 ldr ← highestID(MB \ CL)

// recompute ML and CL

100 Output: majority(ML \ CL)

different from at least two other columns. In all cases, these inconsistencies can
be determined by all correct processes. Once the faulty process is detected, the
whole column where all the faulty processes may be located is also discovered.
Therefore, p selects a new leader from a different column. Once each process
selects the leader, that leader may still be faulty and send arbitrary values to
other processes. However, these values are consistently stored in the ML matrix.
Each process decides on the majority of values in this matrix.

Correctness proof. Note that the below discussion relies on correctness of
BAT proved in Theorem 2. Denote val.a the input value initVal of some fixed
process that is reported by process a after the Broadcast Stage of CBAT . Denote
val.a.b the same fixed process value received by process b from process a after
the Confirm Stage.

Lemma 1. Let v, w, x be white processes executing CBAT and distributing the
value input to some process u. Then, after the Confirm Stage of CBAT , if u is
white then val.v.x = val.w.x; and val.v.x = val.v.y regardless of the color of u.

Proof. Let us address the first claim of the lemma where u is white. In the
Broadcast Stage, processes are sending their individual input values using BAT .
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This includes initV al of process u. If the sender u is white and the recipients v
and w are white, then, according to Theorem 2, initV al = val.v = val.w. During
the Confirm Stage, each process, including v and w, sends the complete matrix
of received values, including val.v and val.w to all processes, including x using
BAT . Since v, w, and x are white, according to Theorem 2, val.v = val.v.x and
val.w = val.w.x. That is, val.v.x = val.w.x. This proves the first claim of the
lemma.

Let us consider the second claim that should hold regardless of the color of u.
Consider the value val.v stored at v after the Broadcast Stage. During Confirm,
this value is sent to all processes including x and y. If v, x and y are white,
according to Theorem 2 val.v = val.v.x = val.v.y. Hence the second claim of
the lemma also holds. ut

Lemma 2. Every white process selects the same leader in the Decide Stage of
CBAT .

Proof. For each white process p, algorithm BAT is guaranteed to produce a
matrix that has the same identifiers, configuration and size. This means that all
processes select the same ldr in Line 87 of CBAT .

Let us consider whether each process changes its leader in Line 99. This
happens if process p detects inconsistencies in at least two columns excluding
the leader column. Process ldr is either correct or faulty.

If ldr is correct, then according to the first claim of Lemma 1, the entries
for ldr in ML at p are the same, except for possibly a single column of faulty
processes. This means that if ldr is correct, none of the white processes changes
its leader after initial selection.

If ldr is faulty, then according to the second claim of Lemma 1, the cor-
responding entries for ldr in ML for all white processes are equal. That is, if
processes p and q are white, then if entry mij ∈ ML in p is equal to mij ∈ ML

in q.

That is, if two non-leader columns are inconsistent, then all white processes
detect that. That is, if one white process changes leader, all white processes
change leaders also. If the processes change leaders, by the operation of the
algorithm, they select the same leader. Hence the lemma. ut

Lemma 3. All white processes in CBAT output the same value. If the selected
leader ldr is correct, they input initVal .ldr.

Proof. Every white process p outputs the majority of values in ML \CL. Due to
Lemma 2, white processes in CBAT select the same leader. The leader may be
either correct or faulty.

If the leader is correct, then, According to Lemma 1, all white entries in
ML \ CL are equal to initVal .ldr. Only one column in ML \ CL may be non-
white with potentially arbitrary values. Since we assume that the torus contains
at least 5 columns, the majority of ML \ CL is equal to initVal .ldr and that is
what the white process p outputs.
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Let us consider the case of faulty leader. White processes change the leader
only when they detect that the original leader is faulty. They select it from a
different column, therefore, the new leader is correct and the previous reasoning
to the output value applies.

The remaining case is that of a faulty leader and no leader change. According
to the operation of the algorithm, after leader selection at most one column in
ML \CL has inconsistencies. The rest of the entries hold the same value x ∈ 0, 1.
According to the second claim of Lemma 1, the inconsistencies are in the same
column of ML \CL for each white process. This means that the rest of the values
in the matrix are x. Since white processes output the majority value and the
number of columns is at least 5, all white processes output the same value x. ut

Theorem 3. CBAT solves weak consensus on an unknown torus whose width
is at least 5 with Byzantine faults in at most one column and in at least one
correct row.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that CBAT satisfies all three prop-
erties of consensus. The agreement property of the consensus requires that all
white processes output the same value. Lemma 3 indicates that CBAT satisfies
that property. The validity property states that in case there are no faults and
all processes are input the same value, they should all output the same value.
According to Lemma 3, if the leader is correct, all correct processes output its
input value. Hence, if all processes are correct, and they are all input the same
value, they select one process as the leader and output this value. Therefore,
CBAT satisfies validity.

Let us address termination. The consensus requires that each correct process
terminates. CBAT sequentially executes three stages. The first two stages are
executions of BAT and the last one is a finite computation. According to The-
orem 2, BAT terminates. Hence, all three stages of CBAT terminate and this
algorithm satisfies the termination property of the consensus. ut

Algorithm CBAT sequentially executes BAT . Each BAT completes in O(H+
W ) rounds in LOCAL. This means that CBAT also completes in O(H + W )
rounds.

5 Extension to Fixed Message Size

As presented, BAT is assumed to operate with unlimited size messages. However,
it can be modified to operate with fixed size messages as follows. Observe that
the messages get progressively larger as they accumulate the data about the
torus. In the first phase, the North Phase, the messages are fixed size since each
process only transmits its identifier and its input value. At most one message is
sent per link per round. After the completion of this phase, the white processes
discover the height H of the torus. In the next phase, the East-West Phase,
the processes exchange messages whose size is proportional to the height of the
torus. Since white processes know the torus size, this message may be replaced
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by H fixed size messages transmitted over H rounds. Due to the operation of
the algorithm, at most 2 messages are transmitted per round in the East-West
Phase. In the fixed size implementation, each process waits for 2H rounds to
receive appropriate messages. The black processes may deceive the grey process
and assume the larger torus height. This would make the grey process transmit
a message larger than H rounds during the East-West Phase. This, in turn,
may prevent the correct message from being transmitted in the same round. To
eliminate that, the blocks of the two messages need to be transmitted in the
round-robin manner. The South Phase message transmits the complete matrix.
So the fixed size implementation has to wait for H ·W rounds to receive a single
matrix.

The fixed message size model is called CONGEST. Let us estimate the run-
ning time of the modified algorithm in CONGEST. According to Lemmas 4,
6, 8 and 9, the four phases of the original BAT take O(H), O(W ), O(H) and
O(1) rounds, respectively. The above argument shows that in each respective
phase, the modified BAT needs to send O(1), O(H), O(HW ) and O(1) sequen-
tial fixed-size messages per round. Hence, the number of rounds in fixed-size
message BAT is dominated by the third phase and is in O(H2W ).

Let us now discuss the fixed message size modification of CBAT . In the first
stage, CBAT uses BAT to broadcast constant-size decision values. Hence, its
run time is in O(H2W ). In the second stage, each process sends a complete
H ·W matrix. Hence, the run time of this stage, and of the whole algorithm is
in O(H3W 2).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Algorithm BAT assumes that all the faults are in the same column. In future
resesarch, the following conjectures are worth investigating. We believe that
solving the problem with faulty processes spread across multiple columns, one
fault per row, is possible but requires substantial modification of the algorithm.
We suspect that solving the problem for the case of more than fault per row is
not possible.

To achieve the solution presented in this paper, we assumed shared process
orientation. It is interesting to explore how important this assumption is to the
solution. That is, whether it is possible to solve the problem without shared
orientation.

In this paper we presented a Byzantine-tolerant consensus algorithm that ex-
ploits the knowledge of the network type – torus, to exceed the tolerance bound
presented by the general consensus algorithm. Our study then opens the follow-
ing question: what network types have similar properties? To put another way,
what specifically makes torus Byzantine-fault resistant and can this property be
generalized? We believe that this is a fruitful avenue of future research.
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Appendix

BAT correctness proof. We assume that in each computation, the rounds
are numbered from 1 onward. We say that a process completes one of the first
three phases (North, East-West, and South) when it starts the next phase by
sending the appropriate messages (see Lines 22, 35, 46). A process completes the
Decision Phase when it executes stop (Line 51).

During the computation, each process p records input values of the processes
in a column. We say that this column is size and id matching to origin if the
column size, order and ids match the actual origin processes. The column is
value matching to origin if it is size, id and matching to origin and the values
of the corresponding entries in the column match the input value of the origin
processes. The column is white value matching to origin if it is size, order and
id matching and the values of all white processes match the input values of the
origin processes. The definitions of a row is stated similarly.

Lemma 4. In BAT , every white process p completes the North Phase in round
H + 1. After completion, column.p is size, id and value matching to origin.

Observe that, depending on the messages of the faulty neighbors, a gray
process may complete the North Phase in the same round with the white process,
earlier, later or never. It, however, completes it at most once.

Let eastRange(p, i) be the sequence of i processes in p’s row to the East, i.e.
right, of p. Process p itself is not included. The tail of eastRange is the process
furthest away from p going East. Let westRange(p, i) be the similarly defined
sequence to the West of p.

Denote rowLeft(i) the entry in rowLeft that was added to it in round i.
Similarly, rowRight(i) is the entry added to rowRight at round i. Note that
since grey or black process may send horizontal messages out of synch, other
processes may send multiple messages in a single round. Thus, multiple entries
may potentially be added to rowLeft in the same round. Also, if a process does
not send a message in a particular round, no entry is added then.

Lemma 5. Let p be a non-black process that completed the North Phase in
round rnd. Consider eastRange(p, i) in round rnd + i where 0 ≤ i < W . If
eastRange(p, i) is non-black then (a) for every process q ∈ eastRange(p, i) it
follows that 〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉 = rowLeft(i).q and (b) message
goEast(〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉) is in the outgoing right channel of the tail
process of eastRange(p, i).

Similarly, if all processes in westRange(p, i) are non-black, then for every
process q ∈ westRange(p, i), 〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉 = rowRight(i).q and
the message goWest(〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉) is in the outgoing left channel
of the tail process of westRange(p, i).

Proof. Let us examine the process actions at the completion of the North Phase.
When a process p receives a goNorth message with its own identifer, p sends a
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message goEast carrying 〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉. If 〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉
is present in rowLeft .p, then rowLeft is never updated. Each non-black process q
forwards goEast sent by p, adding the information it carries to rowLeft .q. Note
that, by the condition of the lemma, all processes in eastRange are non-black.
The rest of the lemma for eastRange is proven by induction on i. The proof for
westRange is similar. ut

A matrix of values, maintained by a process, is size and id matching to origin
if the identifiers, configuration and size of the processes in the matrix, regardless
of process color, matches the torus. A matrix is also white-value matching if it is
size and id matching and the values of all white processes in the matrix match
those of the corresponding input values of the origins.

Let us discuss the relationship between matching to origin of the matrix and
its columns. If all the columns of a matrix match to origin, the matrix itself
may not necessary do: the order of the columns may be altered or some of the
columns may be missing. Hence the following observation. If every white column
in the matrix is size, id and value matching to origin and at least one column is
size, id and white-value matching to origin, then the matrix itself is size, id and
white-value matching to origin.

Lemma 6. Every white process p in a grey-white row completes the East-West
Phase in round H+1+W . After completion, for every white process p, matrix.p
is size, id and white-value matching to origin.

Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that every white column in matrix.p is
value matching to origin and the white-grey row itself is white-value matching
to origin.

According to the operation of the algorithm, each non-black process origi-
nates at most one goEast. Other processes always forward it further and it is
never forwarded by the originator. That is, in a grey-white row for each process
p, the number of entries in eastRange is at most one for each process. In the rest
of the proof we discuss the order of these entries.

Let us consider a white process p in a grey-white row in round rnd = H+1+
W−1. Let q be another white process that shares a row with p. In the round rnd,
p ∈ eastRange(q,W − 1). Since p’s row is grey-white, eastRange(q,W − 1) is
grey-white also. Then, according to Lemma 5, 〈column.q, left .q, q, right.q〉 is in
rowLeft .p. According to Lemma 4, the column.q is size, id and value matching
to origin. Put another way, the columns in rowLeft .p for white processes in
the grey-white row are value matching to origin. Similar discussion applies to
rowRight.p.

Let us now discuss the formation of the resultant grey-white row. Since p’s
row is grey-white, eastRange(p,W−1) and westRange(p,W−1) are grey-white.
According to Lemma 5, there is a goEast(〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉) message
in the outgoing right channel of the tail process of eastRange(p,W−1). However,
the width of the torus is W . That is, the tail process of eastRange(p,W − 1)
is the West (left) neighbor of p itself. This means that this message is in the
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incoming left channel of p. Similarly, there is a goWest message carrying the
same information in the incoming right channel of p.

Let us consider the actions of p when it receives either such goEast or goWest .
Since the original sender of this message is p itself, p invokes match() with rleft =
〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉+rowLeft .p and rright = 〈column.p, left .p, p, right.p〉+
rowRight .p. Function match(), in turn, invokes consistent() separately on rleft
and rright.

Function consistent() processes input and then returns cleft and cright
respectively. Its operation depends on when the grey process, let us denote it g,
completes the North Phase. There are two cases to consider: (1) g completes the
North Phase in round H + 1, (2) g does not complete the North Phase in this
round i.e. it either completes it in a different round or not at all. Let us address
the two cases individually.

1. According to Lemma 4, all white processes in p’s row complete their North
face in round H + 1. That is, all processes, including g complete it in this
round.
Let us consider any two neighbor processes u and v that belong to this row.
Suppose v is the right neighbor of u. That is: right.u = v. This means that
left .v = u. Let rd(p, u) = i. In this case rd(p, v) = i + 1.
According to Lemma 5, 〈column.u, left .u, u, right.u〉 = rowLeft(i).p and
〈column.v, left .v, v, right.v〉 = rowLeft(i + 1).p. That is, the entries for u
and v are consequent in rowLeft . This means that for every i : s(i) ≡
〈ci, li, idi, ri〉 ∈ rowLeft and s(j) ≡ 〈cj, lj, idj, rj〉 ∈ rowLeft it follows that
idi = lj and ri = idj. To put another way, the left and right entries of rowLeft
match and consistent() returns the rows of these entries for further analysis
by match(). Similar discussion applies to rowRight.

2. Let us assume that the grey process g completes its North Phase in a round
H + 1 + j other than H + 1. Note that, depending on whether g completes
it earlier or later, j may be either positive or negative. The argument for g
not completing its North Phase at all is similar. Let rd(p, i) = i 6= j.
According to Lemma 5, s(j) ≡ 〈cj , lj , idj , rj〉 ∈ rowLeft(j).p.
Each process, including g, completes the North Phase at most once. Accord-
ing to Lemma 5, all other processes complete this phase in round H + 1.
This means that rowLeft(i).p is empty and it is a single empty spot in
rowLeft . In this case, consistent() removes s(j) ≡ 〈cj , lj , idj , rj〉 and inserts
s(i) ≡ 〈⊥, li = idi−1, idi = li−1 = ri+1, ri = idi+1〉. That is, consistent()
inserts the entry with an empty column in the same position in both cleft
and cright.

To summarize, in both cases, consistent() returns entries of goEast and
goWest , except for possibly, the second case where the out-of-place entry of g is
replaced by a properly placed entry. The entries are stored in cleft and cright.

Let us discuss the order of these entries. Again, according to Lemma 5,
the entries are in the order of the processes in this grey-white row. In round
H + 1 + W − 1, every white process is entered in cleft . That is, cleft is size and
id matching to origin.
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Let us discuss further operation of match(). It compares corresponding en-
tries cleft and cright for equality. However, according to Lemma 5, these entries
match for white processes and, by operation of consistent for the g, they also
match for the grey process.

In this case match() returns the columns of cleft . The columns are assigned
to matrix.p which ends the East-West phase. This means that this matrix is
white-value matching to origin. ut

Lemma 7. A white process p in a black-white row completes the East-West
Phase only in the round H + 1 +W . If p completes this phase, matrix.p is size,
id and white-value matching to origin.

Proof. Assume p completes the East-West Phase. Let the topology of the row
of p be as follows: · · ·u, x, v · · · where x the black process and u and v are its
respective left and right neighbors.

Let us consider the subsequence cleft .p selected by consistent() for left/goEast.
This subsequence starts with p and contains all the white processes in the longest
white westRange of p. This means that it contains v. Similarly, the subsequence
cright.p selected by consistent() for right/goWest also contains p and the
longest white eastRange of p, meaning that it contains u′s.

According to Lemma 5, all the white processes entries in eastRange of cleft .p
are matching to origin and all the white process entries in westRange of cright.p
are also matching to origin.

Entry for v contains x as its right neighbor. Since consistent() selected
cleft .p, it contains the entry for x where v is its left neighbor. left .p may contain
only a single entry for a process identifier. This means that there is only one
entry for x in cleft .p. Similarly, there is only one entry for x in cright .p.

Function match() checks if cleft .p is identical to cright.p. Since the two are
identical, the processes of eastRange of cleft .p have the corresponding entries
in cright and match them. The last entry in eastRange of cleft .p is v whose
left neighbor is x. Since cleft .p matched cright.p the entry for x must exist in
cright.p and match the entry in cleft .p. There is only one entry per identifier.
Therefore, this entry in cright.p should have the right neighbor of u. This and
remaining entries in cright.p belong to westRange of p. They must match the
corresponding entries in cleft .p. However, this means that white process entries
in cright.p and cleft .p match origin and the entry of x matches the identifier of
origin. ut

Lemma 8. Every white process p completes the South Phase on or before round
H +1+W +H. After completion, matrix.p is size, id and white-value matching
to origin.

Proof. Each process p maintains the input values in matrix.p. The matrix is
initially empty and the values are recorded there in one of two ways: (a) by
storing the values returned by match() at the completion of the East-West
Phase or (b) by receiving the matrix in goSouth message during the South
Phase.
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Let us discuss case (a). Due to Lemmas 6 and 7, each white process p com-
pletes the East-West Phase in the same round H + 1 + W and with matrix.p
that is size, id, and white-value matching origin. That is, the matrices recorded
after the completion of the East-West Phase satisfy the lemma.

Let us consider case (b). After the completion of the East-West Phase, each
process p sends the contents of matrix.p down in the goSouth message. In the
torus, the columns are either black-gray or white. After round H + 1 + W , the
only matrices that circulate in white columns in goSouth messages are size,
id, and white-value matching to origin. Moreover, according to Lemma 6, such
message is guaranteed to be sent by every white process in the grey-white row.
This means that every process in the white column receives such message in
H rounds after it was sent by a process in the grey-white row. That is, every
process receives it in H + 1 + W + H rounds.

Once a process p receives a goSouth message, records the value in the matrix.p,
forwards the message further down, starts the Decision Phase by sending done
messages to left and right neighbors and then, possibly, halts. Thus, the only
reason for a process in a white column not to receive the matrix is if it halts.
However, by the design of the algorithm, a process may not halt only when the
matrix.p is not empty, that is, the process receives the goSouth message. That
is, in case (b) each white process eventually stores a matrix of size, id and white-
value matching to origin. ut

Lemma 9. Every white process completes the Decision Phase on or before round
H + 1 + W + H + 1.

Proof. After the completion of the South Phase, each white process ends a
goSouth message South and done messages to East and West. The process
completes the Decision Phase when it receives a goSouth phase from its North
neighbor and at least one done message from its horizontal neighbors.

A white process has a white North neighbor and at least one white horizon-
tal neighbor. According to Lemma 8, every white process completes the South
Phase. This means that each white process receives a goSouth message and at
least one done message. This allows each white process to complete the Decision
Phase and halt. According to Lemma 8, it takes H + 1 + W + H rounds to
complete the South Phase. ut

To recap, Lemma 8 states that the output matrix for each white process p
is size, id and white-value matching to origin. That is, for every pair of white
processes p and q, val.q.p = initV al.q. Lemma 9 that every white process even-
tually halts. These are the properties of the Weak Synchronous All-to-All Broad-
cast Problem. Moreover, according to Lemma 9, this is accomplished in at most
2H + 2 + W rounds. We summarize the results in Theorem 2.
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